
Name Address Email Pertains to Comments

John Fraser 44 Peck Ave., 

Swastika

swastikahawk@g

mail.com

Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

Hello - I am in favour of the wood harvesting of the Swastika North site.  I would like to suggest the hauling of the timber could be removed by way of the 

old diamond drill road that leads to Perron/Goldthorpe Road.  Also, once the timber harvest is complete, some lots may be made available for sale along the 

Blanche River.  This would generate more revenue, to help the Town get out of debt.  Thank you

Alata Clarkson 6 Connaught Ave. 

Swastika P0K1T0

Clarkson.alata@

gmail.com

Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

I am writing to express my concerns about the proposed logging in Swastika North. I have lived in Swastika for nearly five years. I have been blown away by 

the rich diversity of wildlife here. It is amazing to see moose, lynx, bear, beaver and so many more thriving on our little community. 

My fear is that once we destroy their habitat, we will end up with more "problem" bears in town searching for food. Which in turn means more killed bears 

on the highway and more poached bears because "hey, it was on my property and now it isna problem bear, we have kids, we can justify killing". We will be 

doing with the consequences of this for years to come. 

Our planet is in crisis. We need to expand our biodiversity and encourage a rich wild forest for the species to thrive. It will take decades to regrow and fix 

the microenvironments that would be destroyed if this happens!

I implore you to please reconsider. We need more trees and wild areas, not less.

Carmen Lauzon 71 riverside drive Both We have a huge bear problem we don’t need their habitat taken away.

Matt Brownlee 44 Hudson Bay 

Ave

mbrownlee@live

.ca

Site #1: Kirkland Lake 

Landfill Harvest Block

The area around the KL landfill has had enough trees removed. Leave it be! Or consider land reforestation.



Richard Witty Box 162 Swastika Swaziland27@ya

hoo.com

Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

The site to obtain more information is unavailable so I am not sure the exact area that the harvesting is being planned. This seems like a money grab for the 

municipality. If the intention is to clear the land for a potential subdivision, as I heard was planned, I would say this is not realistic. I live at the end of 

Athenia Boulevard in Swastika and over the past several years the noise due to the expansion of KL Gold and the operating of heavy equipment is growing 

louder and louder. This area is much closer than my residence to the work area. Also noise in the area is prominent from freight trains that pass close by. 

The Beatrice (Elsie) Lake access road and forest area has been a walking, snowmobiling and. ATV riding haven for residents and non residents of Swastika for 

many years and one that has made living in this small community more attractive for home buyers.  The promise of contracted harvesters is they will return 

the road and surrounding landscape to it’s original state is usually hogwash. They get in and out, get their product for profit and run off, even when 

reforestation is promised. 

If the plan is to create a subdivision, would the cost of putting infrastructure in place not exceed any proceeds the Town would get from selling the Timber? 

If a subdivision is planned why is the forest area behind Swastika Avenue not being considered?  To my knowledge this area had planning maps for potential 

streets laid out to expand the community many years ago. 

Please leave this area as it currently is for the reasons that many people chose to live in the north, for the outdoor beauty and recreation and find another 

location to timber. 

Thank you.

Nick Perrier 12 Victoria Ave nperrier@klgold.

com

Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

We do not want logging trucks and heavy equipment travelling through Swastika. Too many children around and the truckers will not respect the speed 

limits. This past fall, there was a company working up in the Elsy Lake area and the transports brining in the heavy equipment were speeding up and down 

Riverside, Connaught, Victoria and Grenfell. We do not need this again. We also do not want the additional noise and ground shaking from the transports 

amd heavy equipment. We also value our trails and scenery in Swastika and do not want the eyesore of deforestation in our village.

KEEP THE LOGGERS AWAY! There is plenty of crown land around the area. They can go elsewhere.

Kevin Lawrence 75 riverside dr 

Swastika

Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

This is our back yard.

Most of the wooded areas that I grew up enjoying are already gone from logging. 

Let's leave something in Swastika for the next generations



Mitchell Mullins 6 Connaught 

Avenue, Swastika, 

Ontario, P0K1T0

mitchellmullins

@ymail.com

Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

Trisha 

Armstrong

56 Grierson Rd 

Kirkland Lake, On

Trisha.armstrong

@hotmail.ca

Both We have the incredible fortune  to live in such a picturesque and biodiverse area of the country. 

We choose to live and raise our families here because we are surrounded by wilderness.

The local forests are an essential landscape for local wildlife to thrive as well as a wonderful place to explore and enjoy nature and teach our children 

conservation practices. 

What sets us apart as a people from our friends in more population dense areas of the province is our love and protectiveness over our surrounding forest 

and wetlands. 

Please don’t allow our beautiful home to become barren and raped of its resources. 

There is no dollar amount worth the loss that we will suffer.

Sharon 

Crawford

Kirkland lake Both Stop the cutting!!!! Our wildlife need it more!!!

Bruce Dudgeon 115 First Street 

Kirkland Lake P2N 

1N6

thelandstoresale

s@hotmail.com

Both Municipal lands should not be harvested for timber. It is a short term gain with the municipality making very little money. The logging practice have left the 

properties in a mess with hazards for recreational activities and greatly diminished their value.

The lands should be placed up for sale, then the town can gain immediate revenue from the sale of the lands.  The lands will then be taxable, therefore 

generating a tax base for many years to come.  Currently the land is not providing any income to the municipality at all.

To whom it may concern,

The proposed Timber Harvesting of the Swastika North Harvest Blocks, if completed, would cause severe deleterious affects to the community and residents 

of Swastika. Allowing Timber Harvesting to occur within such close proximity to the community of Swastika would negative impact the biodiversity of the 

area, and potentially impact the residents of Swastika financially.

Firstly, one of the main attractions for home owners and potential home owners in the Swastika area is the abundance of natural beauty in the forested 

areas surrounding our community. By performing Timber Harvests within such close proximity would be viewed negatively by prospective home buyers and 

would effectively reduce the property value of the current property owners. In a community that has already seen its local landscapes ravaged, destroyed 

and polluted by the mining and logging industries, it would be prudent for the Town of Kirkland Lake to do everything in its power to help preserve the 

natural beauty of our region.

Secondly, by Performing Timber Harvests on the lands immediately surrounding our community, the Town of Kirkland Lake would only be exacerbating the 



Kristy St Jean 12 Connaught 

Ave Unit 4 - 

Owner

ben_kristystjean

@hotmail.com

Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

We DO NOT want you to cut down the trees here behind us in Swastika! It is home to much wildlife. It will have a negative impact on the backyard view of 

our apartment building.

Polly Kirkland lake Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

I'm against the destroying of site 2. Please findcelse where.

John Fraser 44 Peck Ave. swastikahawk@g

mail.com

Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

Hello ... I would like to make one additional comment in regards to the proposed timber harvest . In the removal of the timber this would create a fire break 

in the event there was a forest fire. This could and may help save Swastika. Thank you.

Lezlie-Ann 

Ireland

35 Kirkland Ave 

Box 165

nitromad30@gm

ail.com

Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

Are Swastika area every in Swastika love the trails they are beautiful .l do not wont them to be smashed down with tacter and trucks .l seen what the 

fucking mess that theys people did at the lakes back in Armer and the other lakes you can not even go A T VING a beautiful area gone .l loved going out 

there .We have bear problems what the hell will happen then .PLEASE LEAVE ARE ALSSY ALOWN AND TRAIL .

Donna and 

Chris Ackles

8 connaught Ave Nala4me@eastli

nk.ca

Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

Hello , we are definitely  not in favour of this timber harvesting. The beauty of the trees in our back yard and not to mention the home to our wild life 

should for no reason be disturbed. Please reconsider this . Thank you

Delee Danchuk 3 swastika ave, 

swastika

rpndelee@hotm

ail.com

Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

Please so not harvest in this area! It is used very much by the people in this town. Please do not make a mess of our beautiful town like what was done out 

by the KL dump and that area.



Jennifer 

Cogswell

12 Connaught 

Ave unit 2

Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

I rent a unit in an apt building. Our back yard includes these trees!! Please don’t cut them all down.

Jason and 

Michele Murdy

24 Athenia blvd, 

Swastika

Jason6425711@

gmail.com

Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

This is very upsetting to us, as this is literally in our backyard.  We, as many other Swastika residents use these woods to hike, cross country ski, snow shoe, 

camp, bird watch, etc... we have seen rabbit, bears, fox and even moose in our back yard. 

Please reconsider this, there are many forested areas to choose from, leave this small patch alone. 

The Murdy’s

Ted Comba 82 Wilson Ave 

Kirkland Lake, 

Ontario

Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

The fact that this is even a consideration is insulting. Our municipality has seen the construction of a multi-million dollar pool with limited public 

consultation. We're currently floating the idea of a multi-million dollar municipal garage on Archer's drive. Our taxes have risen exponentially in recent 

years. There have been no changes to wages within municipal administration nor has there been any change to the public works department. Both of which 

are huge drains on our town financially. Now we're considering clear-cutting our backyard to help pay for this nonsense? Our main economic driver in the 

region pillages the land enough, our own administration shouldn't be participating in the same practices.

Anthony danis 148 poplar akldanis@hotma

il.com

Both I think it is good to harvest mature forest to prevent forest fires.   I think it’s great Kirkland can capitalize on some of its resources.  This is some good 

forward thinking.

Mandy 

McCallum

116 Fourth st Both I cannot believe that this is even a discussion.  What are we coming to? Forcing animals out of their homes for greed. This is absolutely disgusting and I hope 

it doesn't happen. Might I also add that the drive out to the dump road area used to be picturesque and now is an absolute eye sore. Allowing this to 

happen will open the doors to many other opportunities and undoubtedly make this town look unrecognizable.  Just don't do it!



Robbie Brough 3 Prince Street robandlo@hotm

ail.com

Both I see that the town wants to harvest trees in an area that concerns me deeply . I don't see why the one at the land fill can't proceed as this is on eskers and 

has pretty much been cut over anyway . There are no navigable water ways close by to deal with and does not directly interfere with peoples lives .

The two in Swastika how ever need to be further looked at . The one on the trail going back to town needs some guarantees put in place . The trail will be 

maintained and any culverts or bridges installed should remain in place after the cut is completed . Also that proper clean up be done not like the mess that 

was left at Armour Lake . Worst harvest site I have ever seen . That the harvester if the cut is being down during snowmobile season be responsible to make 

a road share with the local snowmobile club so that people in Swastika have access to the connecting trails That the harvester be responsible for 

reforestation after site clean up . 

     The other cut by the Blanche River shows no buffer between the river and the harvest site . This has to be addressed as this could effect the eco system 

down stream to Culver ( Otto Lake ) and beyond . The erosion that will occur will kill fish and water quality will be greatly effected . Nobody that uses the 

river wants to look at a clear cut when going by . There should be at least 100 yd buffer along the river high water mark and any small creeks entering the 

river should be protected . There should be the same stipulations made on these cuts as to the one east of Swastika on the snowmobile trail .  

Thank You 

Regards 

Robbie Brough

Anonymous 24 anon drive Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

It is unacceptable for the town of Kirkland lake to authorize harvesting in and around our communities when there is viable growth in outer regions that can 

be harvested in an area with easier accessibility. Aside from the fact that the logging will destroy the local environment which will take years to regrow it 

will eliminate noise pollution and the pollution of our water ways from disturbed soil. The town of Kirkland lake should recognize that our community’s 

environment is more important than a few more dollars in their pockets

Christopher 

Murdy

24 Athenia Blvd. Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

I am against the proposition for the deforestation surrounding Swastika. I, as well as many others who actively utilize the area for outdoor recreation, would 

be greatly crestfallen, to see a unique area brutalized by logging. I could only imagine the horrendous appearance of a ravaged landscape left to resemble 

that by Jordan Lake. A mere husk and barren wasteland, all for the sake of putting a mere drop of revenue in our towns empty coffers.



Devin Lippett 241 Government 

Rd W PO Box 107

dlippett4@gmail

.com

Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

Many people move to Swastika, myself included, to get closer to nature and further away from the busier town center of Kirkland Lake. I am against this 

proposed block of timber as this will destroy much of the landscape that I moved to Swastika for, as well as the snowmobile trail I pay to use every winter, 

the trails I use to take my dogs for walks, the lake I fish (Elsie), and the bush I hunt in. During production, concerns that come to mind include noise pollution 

from the heavy equipement, busier roadways from logging trucks, as well as degredation of the roads we drive on. Although I am not opposed to industry 

and forestry, I do believe in this case there are many other trees to be harvested in more remote areas that are not close to beautiful communities such as 

Swastika. Please think twice before destroying a hiden gem of the north, which these days seem to be disappearing quickly. 

Sincerly a resident of Swastika, 

Devin Lippett

Katie Dolan 237 Government 

Road West, 

Swastika, ON P0K 

1T0

katie@thedishca

fe.ca

Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

As a resident of Swastika, I am disappointed to learn of the proposed timber harvesting in the areas around Blanche River and Elsie Lake.  

I have educated myself on both the pros and cons of timber harvesting and do believe that the cons of harvesting in this area far outweigh the pros.

The only pro to harvesting the proposed area is a small economic gain.  This small economic gain is short term and unsustainable.  Quite frankly, it is 

disappointing to see our economic development services waste such valuable time and focus on a revenue source that is so small and so unsustainable.  

Rather, I suggest our town start looking at the bigger picture and long term solutions for sustainable economic growth within our town.  Timber harvesting 
Mak 159 queen st Makvac2015@ya

hoo.ca

Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

Why are you cutting trees for money. Leave it alone! People live and play in that area.

Dustin mowat 98 fourth street Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

Too close to the residents of swastika and would ruin a good recreational area

Natalie Boutin 29 Harvey Drive 

PO Box 891 

Kirkland Lake 

Ontario

Both We play and ride in these areas and honestly the town would look so bad look wise.  Also we have beautiful and wonderful wildlife around and your going 

to make them go away because of chopping wood just to gain money.. terrible.. think of our families and what we have around..



Jordyn 

Chartrand

jordynchartrand

@hotmail.com

Both biodiversity is why I love living in the North... this endangers the biodiversity around us, that space is home to plenty of different animals. we shouldn’t be 

ruining such a beautiful part of where we live

Jasmine 2 Mccamus Ave Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

My family and I spend a lot of outside time in those bushes fishing camping, making memories.. Enough already!

Sandra Gordon 19 Kirkland Ave, 

Swastika

Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

Our family has lived here for 20 years and we enjoy the access to the trails, wetlands and forest.  We are unlikely to remain within the municipality if this is 

taken from us.

Ryan lytle 1718 Albert Both I don't even think a comment is required to see why this is a good way to destroy a beautiful community that I would one day like to return to and hopefully 

retire at

PAUL MOORE 9 ROWAN AVE rpaulmoore@ho

tmail.com

Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

My question is why not open un-serviced building lots along the north side of the Blanche River  similar as  Goodfish Lake so people would be encouraged to 

build within Town limits rather than destroy the opportunity by cutting all the trees around them. My other concern would be how the logging company 

plans on accessing these areas, I don't think anyone living in Swastika wants logging trucks rolling down Athenia Blvd or Riverside DR.  Time to start looking 

long term rather than quick buck because the sun is only going to shine on Kirkland Lake for a limited time. We have all been through this before.

Hailey 

Nickerson

333 king street 

west

Both



Kathy Kryklywy 1 Athenia Blvd kathykryklywy@

gmail.com

Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

I am very concerned with the scope and location of the Harvest Blocks. Not only is this very close to Swastika and presumably the haul route will affect the 

town, it also encompasses an extremely popular area for recreation and wildlife. The area is crisscrossed by numerous hiking/ snowshoe trails, some with 

bird feeders, others,  part of the snowmobile route and all are well used in all seasons. Hike some of these trails are wide, remainders of drill programs, 

others are one person width, blazed and cleared.This area also includes popular camping and fishing on some of the trail access lakes. The tree harvest 

would destroy the flora and fauna that makes this a great recreational area between the town of Kirkland Lake, the highways and the river, centered but not 

solely used by Swastika residents.

Jordan Clowater 37 MacPherson 

ave

jordanclowater

@gmail.com

Both



Kara Deighton 78 Lebel Ave. k.deighton@outl

ook.com

Both I am against the clearing of the forest in both locations.

There have already been too many trees cut down in and around Kirkland Lake.

Not only is it an eye sore, but it removes vital sources of air food and shelter for wildlife. Swastika is a beautiful little town with many trails and forests for 

people and animals to explore. It would be a real shame to see it all get cut down. Please find elsewhere to cut down trees in bulk.

Shauna Howey 634 Government 

Road West

Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

Leave our forests be. The joys of living here is having access to the beautiful outdoors when we walk out our back doors. 

There has been enough clearing taking place too close to or towns and roads lately. 

Our forests are enjoyed by many for numerous reasons. Enough!

Ken Kryklywy 1 Athenia Blvd kenkryklywy@ 

gmail.com

Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

I have some comments, concerns and questions about the proposed Swastika North Harvest Blocks. 

Swastika is a beautiful community. One of the main reasons people choose to live here is it's close proximity to nature. Many of us use the river to paddle 

the Blanche River from Swastika to Kenogami . A big part of what makes this special is viewing the wildlife which inhabit the trees and underbrush along the 

banks of the river...birds, ducks, beavers, river otters, moose, deer, lynx, etc, etc. Many of us also make use of the numerous trails to the north of Swastika. 

Trail L104 is documented, however, there are many other trails which are undocumented but well known to the locals. These are used for hiking, dog 

walking and ATVing in the summer and for snowshoeing, x country skiing, hiking and snowmobiling in the winter, Bird feeding stations have been 

established along some of the trails. These trails would be obliterated through clear cut logging. 

As mentioned earlier, many of us have chosen to live in Swastika because of it's close proximity and easy access to nature. I have noticed on the proposed 

harvesting map that timbering will effectively cover right up to the back doors of the houses on Athenia Blvd and Connaught Ave. Will residents be looking 

at clear cut through their back windows where before there was pristine forest. What happens to property values and who covers a possible decrease in 

value? 

From the map, it appears that the logging machinery and logging trucks would likely use Riverside Dr for access. this road was completely refurbished about 

10 years ago so that it could be driven safely without dropping into a pothole. It was a pretty rough road for about 20 years prior to that. What are all the 

heavy equipment and trucks going to do to the road and who will bring it back to it's current condition if it is damaged?

These are some of my concerns with the proposed logging programme north of Swastika. That being said, having worked in the resource industry for the 

past 40 years, I am not anti-logging as I realize that our livelihoods are dependent on resource development. I would hope that the logging plans would be 

tweaked to appease the concerns of Swastika residents. A 200-300ft buffer could be left along the Blanche River and along any other ponds or creeks to 

maintain habitable environments for wildlife and to preserve some semblance of beauty for nature lovers. A buffer could also be established around 

existing walking trails. This would need to be in consultation with Swastika residents since most of the trails are only known locally. Also, to respect the 

properties and privacy of Swastika residents I suggest that no logging be done south of the hydro line.

I hope that the Town of Kirkland Lake is taking these comments seriously and that this is not just a part of the checkbox list to push the agenda through. I 

would hope that there are more public consultations so that residents and the town and the forest harvest companies can all come out of this mutually 

satisfied. I would hope that that communication is open and that concerns are seriously considered, addressed and acted upon. 



Carol Borowski 2 Hillcrest Drive carolannborowsk

i@gmail.com

Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

As a tax paying citizen of the town of Kirkland Lake, I am in opposition to the proposed timber harvesting for Site Two:  Swastika North.

The proposed area is too close to the residential area of Swastika.  I only became aware of this yesterday through social media that only allows for a window 

of a 2 week period for concerned parties to provide feedback which now closes in a couple of days.  I believe that the town should be notifying Swastika 

property holders directly of the tree harvesting proposal and allow for greater time for feedback.

The proposal does not specify if logging activity/vehicles will be accessed through Swastika residential area and over what estimated period.  Given the 

number of young families in this area I am concerned about the safety of my granddaughter and others.

My daughter and her husband (Jessica Moore and Rolf von Keitz) and their young family will be directly impacted by this proposal as they live at 125 

Athenia Blvd. (past the boat launch) which will be right in the middle of things.  They bought the property for its privacy, beautiful location on the river and 

natural forest and its closeness to Kirkland Lake as she is a Doctor working at the Family Health Team and our hospital.  I can't imagine looking out of their 

large windows facing the beautiful river and having to look at an empty lot across the way with only piles of lumps and stumps.  I am also concerned about 

the destruction of the lands around their property for the animal life that will need to move as well as the noise pollution that would take place during the 

harvesting. 

I just am very upset that there was no direct outreach to my daughter and her husband and to other landowners in Swastika and to provide them with a 

greater period  of time for their input.

I would like to be advised by email of all considerations, meetings etc. regarding this proposal.  I can also be contacted at 705-642-5794.

Thank you,

Carol Borowski

Eric Beaudoin 139 Carter ave Eme.beaudoin@

gmail.com

Both Please No! The Kirkland lake landfill site needs the trees around it. The condition of our landfill site is embarrassing enough as is! The winds have increased 

considerably in the last few years because of the lack of trees now around the landfill. My family and I have noticed a big difference in the amount of trash 

that gets blown around in that area since all the trees have been cleared. We do lots of trail riding in that area and it’s bad enough that every Tom, Dick and 

Harry thinks it’s their personal dumping grounds. Now to make it worse there’s grocery bags and all kinds of trash floating around the place now. Clearing 

more of the forest there will only make it worse. 

As far as swastika is concerned, again please no! The fire we had that ran through there already destroyed the place. We don’t need the rest that still stands 



Richard 

McCrank

9 Athenia Blvd, 

Swastika

swastika@mccra

nk.ca

Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

The area between the end of Riverside Drive and Beatrice Lake has long been a recreational area for the residents of Swastika. There is a road from 

Riverside to Beatrice with many trails emanating from that road. There are walking trails, hiking trails, and snowshoe trails in the winter. Depending on the 

season, people walk their pets in that area, ride their 4 wheelers or snow machines, pick berries, hunt partridge, fish on the lake, camp there, picnic, or just 

enjoy the view. For these reasons and others, I am against harvesting timber from that area. Riverside Drive was rebuilt about 10 or 15 years ago. Will there 

be heavy trucks and other machinery accessing the area from Riverside Drive? Is the potential damage to the roadway worth the extra dollars in the 

municipal kitty? We also have a bear problem in Swastika in the summer. A lot of these bears come into Swastika from that area. If the area were to be clear 

cut to the gas pipeline, would that drive the bears into the small area left uncut just north of Swastika, or would they flee to an area farther away? I don’t 

have the answer to that question, but it would be worth asking someone who does. One last thing, when it comes time to make a decision, ask yourself, 

what would Dennis Perrier want you to do? I’ll leave it at that.

Lynda Clark-

McTaggart

72 Algonquin 

Ave.

Both This is not a good idea.  A short term gain with long term negative consequences.  We need the forest area to attract tourists and provide natural beauty.  

Please find somewhere else.

Kirsi danis 148 poplar ave Both I am in favour of the town seeking alternative means of generating income. Mature trees should be harvested as they will die over time and may present a 

fire hazard.

Ali 47 Government 

Rd E, Kirkland 

Lake, ON P2N 

1A4

Both This needs to stop. Quit killing our world so you can make more money.

Fiona Poupart 12 Atkins Ace fdpsw@hotmail.

com

Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

I think this is a terrible idea, it’s a small community not a log pit.  I lived in Swastika for 13 years and this saddens me to hear of this possibly happening.  

There are families who have children that use these areas to access Beatrice Lake, and the sliding hill the kids enjoy in the winter months and all the trails 

that have been made over the years. I also feel it will be very unsafe having logging trucks up and down the roads near where kids ride their bikes and 

children play with the neighbouring children.  This is also going to depreciate properties in the area.  There are so many other places they can go to get 

lumber and not to mention, all the animals.  Please do not allow this to happen.  Ask yourself this “would you be ok with this if you lived in Swastika?!

Bruce 

McDonald

15 Foss Lane jobruce@eastlin

k.ca

Both I am not a proponent for either of these proposed harvests.

Realizing that forestry is a renewable resource I am concerned about the cost of the performance bond vs the cost of replanting. Will the logger just absorb 

the loss and not bother replanting, leaving a disaster area like the one at the landfill now. I am sure the people at Jordan Lake are not happy about what 

happened out there. This being private land it doesn't have to be replanted.

The 200 meter setback along the Blanche river should not be negotiable at all. Not only for aesthetic reasons but also for environmental concerns such as 



wayne pawson 142 queen street wayne.pawson@

frmg.ca

Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

Dear Mayor & Council:

I recently retired from working for the Timiskaming Forest Alliance Inc.  I was their reforestation manager since 1996, it was my job to get 3.5 million trees 

planted on an annual basis.

With regard to the proposed harvest operations on the Swastika North Harvest Blocks, I would like to point out the following:

Your proposed harvest blocks contain mature to over-mature timber, unfortunately because of their age they are dying and falling down.  To compound the 

problem the spruce budworm is becoming a serious problem, you will note if you are travelling along hwy 66 the Balsam Fir are turning red, the budworm 

are hitting this species hard and once they run out of Balsam Fir which is their preferred food source they will then move to the White Spruce.  What this 

means is, not only will there be significant loss of valuable timber if not harvested you will end up with degraded stands that aren't economical to harvest 

and an extreme fire hazard will be created.  If you don't act soon and get all town properties cut you will run the risk of what happened with the KL Fire of 

2012 only this time it will be much worse due to the budworm damage and to make matters even more precarious this forest is right beside the town and 

K.L. Gold.  

If you don't believe me all you have to do is when you are driving down hwy 11 around Temagami you will note all the dead white spruce and balsam fir 

along the highway.  Remember the fires of 2018 in Temagami and in Elk lake, approximately 25,000 hectares was burnt, to put this in context this is the 

equivalent of 2 and half townships, the K.L fire from 2012 was half this size.

Further to my point I own property just west of your properties along the blanche river, i am in the process of working to get my property cut ASAP, 

hopefully as early as this summer.  I have owned this property for a couple years now and i was not in a rush to get it harvested but now i am for the 

reasons already mentioned.

If you would like to discuss, feel free to email me at wayne.pawson@hotmail.com or call 568-7417.

I don't need to remain private, my comments can be presented in public if you wish.

Kind Regards,Lois Croisier 7 Alexander 

Avenue

lois_croisier@ho

tmail.com

Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

I am not a resident of Swastika now but did live there for 30 years while we raised our family.  We spent countless hours, winter and summer,  exploring the 

trails in that area and fishing at Elsie (Beatrice) Lake as well as the other surrounding lakes. The trails were great for cross-country skiing, snowshoeing and 

snowmobiling as well as simply taking a peaceful walk and enjoying nature.  We lost our Culver Park ski and walking trails when the Complex ski and walking 

trails became popular. We are constantly being reminded to go outdoors, get back to nature and get some exercise and you are proposing to destroy the 

last places that the local people have to enjoy. What about the animals, waterfowl and birds when and/if this carnage takes place?  This proposed timber 

harvesting in the Swastika area will serve no purpose except for the few dollars that will be realized and will be an eye sore and heart break for those who 

loved getting back to nature. I sincerely hope that you will reconsider the plan for Swastika North Site 2 and leave it as it is...



Ann Black p.o. Box 148, 

Swastika

tigerlily.ab43@g

mail.com

Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

I object vehemently to ANY cutting of the Swastika North Harvest Blocks!  Block 10 is daily used by locals for hiking, snowshoeing, birdwatching and well-

being.  The forest is home to rare Blackback and Northern Three-toed Woodpeckers not forgetting other wildlife: Owls, songbirds, Lynx, Fox, Black Bears and 

smaller mammals and other creatures..  

The Blanche River from Swastika to Kenogami is a popular canoe/ boat route and habitat for Herons, Kingfishers, ducks, songbirds, Beaver, Otter, Muskrat, 

smaller mammals and other creatures.  Destroying the Forest along the shoreline will not only destroy the wildlife habitat but will also detract from tourist 

use.

   
Jasmine 

Connelly

83 Riverside Drive jasmine.lynn.con

nelly@gmail.com

Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

As a new resident of Swastika, I would really like the harvesting site to be at the proposed site 1: KL landfill. 

Some of the harvesting blocks in Swastika are very close to my house and lots of the community goes in those areas walking, skidooing, etc. I would hate to 

see the beauty of the area destroyed by harvesting the trees there.

Graeme S. 

Bishop

70 Chaput 

Avenue, Chaput 

Hughes ON, P0K 

1A0

graemebishop@t

rentu.ca

Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

I am from the village of Swastika, having grown up there; now living in Chaput. I was informed of this 'proposed timber harvesting' in Swastika North by 

friends who still live in the village.  The municipality of the Township of Teck/ Kirkland Lake years ago amalgamated surrounding communities and now 

includes the village of Swastika.  The Blanch river, structurally controlled by the Cadillac-Larder Lake deformation system shapes the character and the 

nature of the community of Swastika. 

The proposed areas for timber harvesting in Swastika North shows a complete disconnect with the community. It will not benefit the people of Swastika to 

have logging conducted literally on their doorsteps. The municipality does indeed have stewardship of the blocks proposed, and therefore the right to 

propose the timber harvesting activities; however, it comes across as crass and completely idiotic that the town would actually consider giving Swastika a 

Black Eye for such negligible economic benefit. Seriously.  The municipality has stewardship of a large timbered area- why rip and tear up the land so close 

to people's homes? So close to the river? 

Timber harvesting is a good and needed practice, but quite earnestly, and fully honestly, the proposed blocks for timber harvesting are insane. The 

disrespect to community members who dwell Immediately beside the proposed area, the disruption of the natural face of the land so near to a nature-

oriented community should be apparent.  

It is disappointing that someone thought it would be a good idea to make some money for the municipality by opening bidding to a logging contractor to 

take down the bush so near to Swas. 

If there is actually an accessible Open House on the subject, prepare to have your ears blasted off by objections from the community.

If you have read this hastily composed objection to the proposed harvesting in Swastika North, thank you for taking the time. 

A few bucks for the town, and the economy of the harvesting company DO NOT balance against the disruption and disrespect this proposal entails.



Brian Topliss 40 Riverside Drive 

, Swastika

brian.topliss77@

gmail.com

Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

I am not in favour of allowing harvest operations to occur in the area North of Swastika.  I believe from an environmental perspective (which the town 

promotes) that the environmental impacts far out weigh the one time financial gain that the town will receive.  In order to promote our area as being 

environmentally friendly close cut clearing two large blocks of forest in close proximity to the town is not in line with that vision.

Benefits: 

One time financial gain to the tax payer

Hopefully shot term local employment depending upon who successful bidder is

Drawbacks:

Based upon access to the areas the logical haul route will be Riverside Drive.  This street was recently reconstructed and is one of the few streets in Kirkland 

Lake that does not require ongoing maintenance.  Due to heavy truck traffic which the street was never intended to be used for there is potential for 

damage to the infrastructure and future ongoing maintenance costs.

The bush road that accesses the area to be harvested is currently only accessible by off road vehicles.  Once this road is upgraded it will be accessible to all 

vehicles resulting in a potential dump site for individuals wishing to avoid disposal fees at the local landfill. This is already taking place to a certain degree 

based upon material being disposed of in the parking area at the gas valve location.

Block TK10 in directly adjacent to residential properties.  Harvesting this block will definitely have a negative impact on the aesthetics.

As a Minimum for Town Councils Consideration:

Remove Block TK 10 from the proposed harvesting areas based upon close proximity to residential property.

Specifically state a 200m setback from the Blanche River for Blocks T4, T5 and T6 to minimize any potential environmental impacts to the watercourse.

 

Consider gating or berming the access road so that it remains useable only by off road vehicles to limit potential of dumping garbage in the area.

Jean-Marie 

Messier

50, Third Street 

Kirkland Lake, ON

messierj@live.ca Both Ok, I know we need wood to produce more toilet paper and such but this plan is a major deforestation of one specific area. Can the government limit the 

acreage of wood cutting to smaller areas in more spots in the province? Yes, that would increase the cost of cutting the wood but it would help to save vital 

living spaces to multiple animal and plant species. The government must also enforce no cutting along riverbanks, roads, railways... and 50 feet buffer zone 

is not enough, way not enough. Look at the mess left around the KL dump, the Matachewan Highway. Tree planting has not even started yet. Animal and 

plant habitats have been destroyed. As we have seen in a nearby province, a river and the land surrounding it has been given a « human status » thus giving 

it the right of being protected. Such a system must be enforced also as to protect nature. The land, the waterways and the animal habitants have a right to 

live. We don’t own the land/animal/plants. It is time to realize the damages we have done to our planet by not respecting and protecting its biodiversity. Let 

us leave this planet knowing that we left it a better place for the future generation. What is now being done to our living space is sickening. Jean-Marie 

Messier, February 26th, 2021



Tony Bishop 440 Grenfell, 

RR#2 Swastika 

ON P0K 1T0

bishop.ts@gmail

.com

Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

I am submitting my opinion as a former resident of Swastika.

Logging operations are loud and can be easily heard miles away.  The idea visually is poorly thought out, as is the overall disruption to the community of 

Swastika on this relatively small parcel of land.

If the Municipality of the Town of Kirkland Lake determines it must/will go through, it should be done with the future consideration of the families nearby.  

For example, enforce requirements that the logging company leave a substantial unharvested break as a visual barrier around the inhabited areas; design 

logging roads as future trails for hiking/skiing etc. – don’t block them off as is too often done, thus turning this area into a future resource of enjoyment for 

the community.

Shelley Bishop 440 Grenfell 

RR#2 Swastika 

ON P0K 1T0

bishop.ts@gmail

.com

Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

We moved to Swastika in 1982, and raised our family there.  One of the incentives that brought us here was the unspoiled bush land around the town, 

including the trail up to Beatrice (Elsie) Lake.  On the KL website you highlight ‘Quality of Life’ within the community, yet your proposal to harvest trees 

around Swastika is in complete disregard to the quality of life for Swastika residents and land owners.

While town administration’s motivation is blatantly economic, have you considered the flip side?  Decreased tourist appeal, deflation of property values, 

disingenuous governance that while espousing quality of life as an incentive to newcomers, deteriorates QOL for current taxpayers/residents…i.e., the flip 

side to your logging proposal is a potential erosion of your tax base for the sake of adding a few dollars to your coffers and at the expense of and disregard 

to current tax paying citizens. 

It is short sighted.  It is shameful.  It is greedy.  It is hurtful.

I say a big firm NO to your Swastika logging proposal, and most emphatically to Block 10’s.

Angela Rowan 34 Wilson Ave Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

I cannot believe that you are planning to deforest not only so near the community, but also asking for only 200 meters along shores is terrible. What 

environmental impact studies have been done to explore the increase in run off into the watercourse? How is that going to affect spawning? I'd rather pay 

more in taxes than screw over Swastika residents like this. Deplorable.

Katherine 

Kryklywy

1 Athenia Blvd Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

Is the money worth the loss in habitat, recreation use, enticement to the area for needed professionals ( our outdoor recreation and nature is our best 

selling feature) Is it worth the increased risk of wildlife on the well used highways and into the local towns in search of food and shelter once their habitat is 

destroyed or altered, potential flooding as the many ponds and waterways are disrupted as we saw after the fire. Or is this a short term gain of a relatively 

small amount that negatively impacts the area for years to come?



Angela Davis-Witty Blancheriverstud

ios@gmail.com

Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

Please note that I am not in support of having the harvesting of timber in Swastika.  This area is filled with wildlife and birds.  It is their habitat.   It is also 

well used by the residents in the area as forest bathing for the purposes of stress relief and many people use it for recreation.   

For the financial gain and the loss of beauty in this area, I am completely opposed to it.

Thank you.

Respectfully submitted,

Angela Davis-WittyKristen 48 Conroy Ave Both A lot of live here for the wilderness and the eco diversity it provides. They've already cut down a huge area around the dump affecting not only the wildlife 

and the esthetics but also affecting the usage of the area for berry picking, the shooting range etc. In my opinion, a slight increase in profit is not worth the 

resulting destruction and decrease on appeal for our area which is already struggling to attract people.

Tim tennant 80 poplar ave ttennant39@gm

ail.com

Both im concerned about the harvesting of the trees for the fact if you harvest the trees you push more animals on to the roads and in to towns .we have a bear 

issue every year in these towns.not only that there are people who walk in the bush for the beautiful nature .the more you harvest the more you push 

people into depression..

Ashton Lebel 12 Alexander Ave Ashton.lebel@g

mail.com

Both Is there any way to make sure there would be a forested barrier between the harvest and trails/roads? I've got to say the harvest by the landfill looks awful 

and you can tell it brings down morale whenever you talk to someone about it. I believe if there was a forested barrier of 25-50 feet it would create both a 

wind barrier against winter gusts and it would shield the eye sore left behind after a cut. 

I'm still submitting this on February the 28th because I haven't seen this survey until today.

Thank you, have nice day
Mark Fearnley 67 Riverside Dr, 

PO Box 17

freakair1340@h

otmail.com

Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

This is how you reduce the beauty and value of our Northern town.  You are authorizing a cut right up to the edge of a beautiful town.  The section to be cut 

has snow shoe trails all through it.  We have used them for years, and you are about to authorize their destruction.  Thanks for standing up for your citizens 

to provide a beautiful town to live in.



Heather Scott 74 Lebel Ave. sweetheat.hs@g

mail.com

Both

Marie Lacroix 48 Beverly 

Swastika

firefly_58@live.c

a

Both Please don't cut any more timber.  We love our North as it is.  So sad seeing the end results after it's been cut.

Patricia McLean 65A Third Street thecelt57@outlo

ok.com

Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

1.  Why are you looking at harvesting the land, what are your plans

2.  There are train tracks and water and the Hwy 66.. are you planning on leaving forest to stop the winds and snow during winter.  The forest provides a 

natural barrier.

3.  Has there been an environmental assessment done.  With so much logging in our area, this much more is going to have an impact on the animals in this 

area. 

4.  What is your target, who are we, do we want tourism, we keep cutting, what is there to offer tourists.   

5. Planting just Jackpine, to me implies this will be a continued land for forestry.

Where is our environmental responsibility.  Will we really make enough money from the cut to help the town.

6.  I truly believe we have no direction right now.

Jessie 

Thompson

1650 government 

road west 

swastika

Jessie.thompson

92@hotmail.com

Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

I disagree with any local wood harvesting! The town of Kirkland lake and area are well known for our beautiful  wooded area if we start clean cutting 

everything what will we have. People come here to see our wild life the town would suffer greatly, so would the people living here, swastika is a beautiful 

area with many old trees and the people living here purchased our houses for that reason. We need to save our local trees to keep our comunitys happy. 

Money is not everything!

Mike Guimond P.O. Box 1234, KL 

P2N 3xK4

guimond@xplor

net.com

Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

Our snowmobile trail L104 runs through this block into Swastika. We would like the harvester to make sure that this trail is maintained and not destroyed 

during the harvesting process.



Megan Mullins 67 Algonquin 

Ave.

megmullins@hot

mail.com

Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

Proposed Timber Harvesting: Swastika North

To Whom it May Concern

I am writing about the Proposed Timber Harvesting Plan for Swastika North. To start off with I think it is a pretty bad idea. There are multiple reasons why I 

believe this. I grew up in Swastika, and I am there often with my three children when we are visiting with my parents who still reside there as well as my 

brother and his family. My children will often go in the bush to explore our wonderful forested environment (the bush that borders my parents property as 

well as my brother's property). As I also did when I was their age and growing up in Swastika. If you go ahead with the Proposed Timber Harvesting Plan for 

Swastika North my children and all the other people who like to use this great natural resource will not be able to. The forested area that we all love to 

explore will be gone for years to come.

Secondly, my children hike often up to Elsie Lake to swim as well as to take in the nature and the animals. Are they now not going to be able to do that? As 

well, are they to dodge all the heavy equipment that will be up there as well as the heavy duty trucks that will be harvesting the trees. As children, and 

adults, we keep an eye on our surroundings but when we are in the forest off exploring, especially children, they like to run around and play. They won’t be 

able to do that if this plan is set in motion.

Thirdly, there will be a huge environmental impact for the residents of Swastika. Where you are proposing to timber harvest is very close to the residents 

homes. I am sure that it will not be as picturesque and pretty as it is now. That it will be an extreme eyesore. Property values will decrease.  

Fourth, there is already a big bear problem in Swastika, especially in the summer. This problem has always existed and will continue to exist for a multitude 

of reasons but if you go ahead with the proposed timber harvesting I imagine that it will exacerbate an already bad situation.  

There is a reason why some people have bought their homes out in Swastika, one of those reasons is the wonderful hiking trails that our community has to 

offer, and the nature that surrounds them.  This proposed timber harvesting will take that away from them and the other people that come to our town to 

either camp, hike, or even bird watch. 

Thank you for taking the time to read this letter.

Sincerely,

Megan M. Mullins



DEAN BOWES 56 ATHENIA 

BLVD., SWASTIKA

DEAN_BOWES@

OUTLOOK.COM

Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

TK10 SHOULD BE LEFT OUT. THIS IS AN AREA THAT THE PEOPLE OF SWASTIKA USE FOR RECREATION. THE ROAD TO ELSE LAKE IS AND SURROUNDING LANDS 

ARE A NICE AREA TO TRAVEL TROUGH, HIKE, SNOWMOBILE, BIKE, HUNT AND WALK ON THE WAY TO ELSIE LAKE OR THROUGH TO PARRON ROAD.IT WILL 

NOT BE THIS WAY AGAIN FOR MANY YEARS IF YOU GO IN AND CLEAR CUT IT. I HUNTED,BIKED, SNOWMOBILE AND ENJOYED A WALK IN TO ELSIE LAKE 

THROUGH THIS BUSH AND WOULD OFTEN MEET OTHERS DOING THE SAME. I DON’T THINK ANY ONE WILL ENJOY A WALK THOUGH A CUT THE SAME WAY.

 I HAVE LIVED IN SWASTIKA 50 YEAR NOW AS A KID WE PLAYED IN THE BUSH BETWEEN ATHENIA BLVD. AND THE POLE LINE. I CANT SEE THE NEED TO 

HARVEST THIS STRIP OF LAND LEAVING A PATCH OF SLASH VOID OF TREES FOR TODAY'S KID TO WANDER AROUND ON AND EXPLORE NATURE ON.

THE STRIP FROM THE POLE LINE SOUTH TO ATHENIA BLVD. AND THE END OF RIVER SIDE DRIVE SHOULD DEFINITELY BE LEFT OUT TO AT LEAST PROVIDE A 

BUFFER. THE REST OF THE TK10 CUT FROM THE POLE LINE NORTH; IF SELECT CUT COULD BE DONE IT COULD STILL LEAVE SOME OF THE NATURAL BEAUTY 

ALONG THE ROAD AND WOULD HELP THE RENEWAL OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND SUSTAIN THE WILD LIFE FOR THE PEOPLE THAT USE THIS AREA TO ENJOY. I 

KNOW IT WILL GROW BACK BUT IT WILL BE MANY YEARS BEFORE IT IS THE WAY IT IS NOW. 

WHEN IT COMES TO TK10 UNLESS THERE IS A IMMEDIATE NEED TO CLEAR THIS LAND OTHER THAN JUST FILLING THE TOWN COPPERS THIS SECTION AT 

LEAST SHOULD BE LEFT OR AT LEAST HARVESTED DIFFERENTLY.

Craig freer 47 kirkland st 

west kirklabd lake

Thejeyman2@ho

tmail.com

Both I have reviewed the proposed site harvest blocks.  I believe both harvests will benefit not just the town but it will benefit out outdoor enthusiast population 

both local and from out of the area.  These blocks have old growth and after a proper viewing of the timber onsite the timber needs to be harvested.  The 

forest is in its late growth and I believe both areas are at risk for potential forest fire.  Cutting these blocks will also allow potential for residents and non 

residents to access the forest area for outdoors use which is currently hindered by the lack of maintenance of this area of forest due to the mature growth.  

I speak from a base of 10 plus residents, outdoors enthusiasts and hunters combined, full support.

Ray Gullekson 7 Kirkland Ave, 

Swastika On

Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

I am opposed to the proposed timber harvesting site north of Swastika. In particular Block TK10 is entirely unacceptable. The area along the trail headed 

north off of Riverside Drive is a multiuse recreational area. Residents of Swastika snowmobile, hike, walk dogs, and take ATVs along this trail to enjoy the 

natural beauty of Northern Ontario. Allowing timber to be harvested in this area would be of great detriment to the community.

I also have concerns about increased traffic through what is otherwise a quiet village.

Shane Turner 27 kirkpatrick St 

apt 4

Both Nature is priceless, preserve it at all costs.



matt danchuk 3 swastika ave po 

box 83

rxmatt@hotmail.

com

Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

I feel the proposed harvesting sites are too close to the town of Swastika. The area including Elsie Lake contains a vast ecosystem composed of hiking trails, 

beaver dams, fishing lakes.

that many people use daily. 

All this would be lost in the harvest.

I think areas further away to harvest would be more appropriate.

Roman 

Borowski

2 Hillcrest Drive romanssweet@h

otmail.com

Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

I am opposed to the town proposal to timber harvesting for site 2 - Swastika North as the property is too close to the town and interferes with the skidoo 

trails. It also will take away from boating and fishing on Blanche River in Swastika with the large area that would be cut away.   It is a shame what has 

already been done with timber harvesting in surrounding areas of Kirkland Lake - it looks terrible.  Is it going to come that you will have to go to a Provincial 

Park to get to appreciate nature?

Roman Borowski

705-567-5090
Crystalyn 

Bradley

64 First St 

Kirkland Lake On 

P2N 1N3

crystalynbradley

@gmail.com

Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

My husband grew up in Swastika and I attended Swastika Public School. We are both very familiar with the area you are wishing to log. We take our dog for 

walks up there. We camp at Beatrice with our children. This area is a part of our lives please do not destroy it.  The estimated 56,000 profit you wish to 

come from this land is not worth it. This area is worth way may to the people who live here and use it every day.  Please leave this forest for the voting tax 

payers who use it.

Aneta O'Neill 104-185 

Denistoun St, 

Welland ON

Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

My husband and I visit friends up in Swastika annually from the Niagara region, and have fallen in love with the natural beauty of the northern community! 

It is so peaceful, so serene and so incredibly beautiful, that we are heartbroken that may be taken away! 

The wildlife needs their homes too!

Steven 

Dontigny

39 Algonquin Ave sdontigny@48nr

th.com

Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

Swastika does not have the infrastructure. to support the traffic. The roads are not maintained enough to support the trucks. Children are constantly in the 

path of traffic. The area supports a beautiful trail, for skidoos and walking which help with economy. Swastika is a business decision being made by a council 

that is trapped and have dug to deep a hole. Don't let a history of bad decisions continue to force even worse decisions. focus on economy, travel, tourism, 

and education. Get the right people involved, and start an economic committee that has the ability to make change.



Gary Alan 

Santia

Madden Avenue, 

SWASTIKA, P0K 

1T0

gsantia222@gm

ail.com

Both I am disappointed that there continues to be timber harvesting around Kirkland and Swaskita, and discourage you from further similar deforestation 

activities. 

You are damaging the ecosystem in these areas and de-stabilizing the soil.  This will cause erosion and drainage issues for all the surrounding residents.  The 

costs of the potential damage to properties and the area being deforested will be much more than the revenue generated in the long term.  You think you 

should be making decision to get some fast cash but you will not be around to deal with the consequences.   

The fact that this type of activity has been going on for years is shameful.  It indicates to me that council did not care when they did not solicit input for the 

past deforestation.  Have you bothered to review the damage caused in other deforested areas where you have allowed tree harvesting.  What actions have 

been done to restore those areas to the original state - I mean with the native trees not random trees like jack pine samplings.

This is not going to solve Kirkland Lake's debt issues by any stretch of the imagination.  How much debt do you have now?  $15 million?

I look forward to you coming to the correct decision and leaving these areas alone.

Lynda Clowater 37 MacPherson 

Ave Kirkland Lake

Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

The area to be clear cut is too big.  It will look like a wasteland..  That area is already under stress from the forest fire of 2012.  It is too close to inhabited 

areas. 

Why is this harvesting being considered?  Only for money???

 I vote No.

Blaine Clowater 37 MacPherson 

Ave

bcnartag@gmail.

com

Both Do not cut thank you.

Taylor 

Brousseau

51 Lebel Avenue Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

I frequently use the trails in Swastika and would hate to see the little, quiet community of Swas becoming a log pit.



Susan Comba 42 Federal Street SUECOMBA@G

MAIL.COM

Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

As a property owner on the west end of Riverside Drive in Swastika I absolutely oppose  ANY approval of this proposal.  The irresponsibility of council in 

managing the budget should NOT be paid for by raping the outer edge of such a beautiful little town...the property values will plumit!  The beauty  of the 

villiage will be destroyed!  Not to mention the log trucks that will likely be roaring down Riverside!  The cost of this proposal will far outreach the gains!  

NOT IN MY BACK YARD!!!!!

Greg Matheson 77 ATHENIA BLVD gmatheson123@

gmail.com

Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

I cannot understand the purpose of this proposal as it is not explained in the consultation requests. Is this for fund raising activities? Surely this could not 

generate nearly enough financial gain to offset the losses to property values to those property owners in Swastika. 

Originally from southern Ontario, my wife and I chose to purchase a home in Swastika in 2017 solely for the reason that it was a quiet community with the 

blanche river and bushland surrounding the town adding to its northern appeal. I operate a billion-dollar national scale mining business from my home 

there but could reside any where in Canada to do so with offices in both Toronto and Vancouver and regional operations in Newfoundland. 

I recognize the very small but necessary role that forestry plays in the towns economy but emphasize that it is a very small role and the forestry industry 

often takes more from the citizens of this community than it gives, using subsidies to limp along a seemingly uneconomic or poorly managed industry. 

Having resided in the KL district since 2007 I have seen very few positive outcomes from this industry. Offering below average wages and leaving a path of 

destruction decreases the viability of tourism, outfitting recreation to the Kirkland Lake region. 

While the town of Kirkland lake is not known for its beautiful cityscapes the natural spaces that surround the town are a large part of its appeal. These are 

the woods where we walk our dogs, our children play, we hunt, fish, pick berries and chipmunks, birds, rabbits, and other wildlife call home all of which add 

to the appeal of living within footsteps. The nearby forests are also a source of protection, from the wind, to collect the snow in winter, to slow and prevent 

overland flooding; they are a sponge for water.

I am not against the forestry industry or their practices but given that this will be directly adjacent to the  residential boundaries as well as being highly 

visible from the highway, the blanche river, it makes no sense. Much as the town council should not be proposing heavy industrial activity near residences 

the lack of municipal planning here is appallingly obvious. 

 On the topic of aesthetics, I cannot emphasize enough the devasting effect a clear cut will have on the property values in the town of Swastika. Every 

property owner in the community is set to take a significant decline in their home value further burdening the Town of Kirkland lake’s municipal 

assessments. A home is more than just the house; a home is the community and landscape that surrounds that house. Nobody wants to live in a clear cut, 

homes in Swastika will see a dramatic decline in their sales and assessed values will follow for the next forty years. While the town council of Kirkland lake 

has never been one to take a long-term view of its actions I felt the current council was being financially prudent in its actions until this moment. 

The Town of Kirkland Lake again finds an astonishing proposal to further financially burden its citizens and now directing that burden solely at the property 

owners of Swastika. The hockey museum, the pool and now the clear cutting of Swastika. 

I am fortunate to have a second home (due to work reasons) in the Town of Gander Newfoundland and cannot emphasize the dichotomy of how these two 

communities operate despite their similar population size; nestled in the woods of central newfoundland; vast forests surround the community with walking 

trails, parks, lakes, ATV trails and streams abound with salmon. While my municipal assessment in Gander is about the same as in Swastika at $350,000 the 

municipal taxes are 60% lower. The streets are clean, potholes are rare, buildings are not in a state of disrepair,  100-200 homes per year are being 

constructed, people want to live there because that town is run with a long term view in mind. The town has been planned to succeed by its council. 

Nothing says welcome to our beautiful town like a clear cut!



Louise 

Mackenzie

35 Grenfell Ave, 

Swastika,  ON P0K 

1T0

Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

These areas are comprised of a unique vegetation and lakes, various Pine  Spruce, Balsam Fir, Popular. Birch and add to the aesthetics . It is also a habitat for 

wildlife.

These areas are described as extraordinary by locals and tourist that visit them yearly. 

The revenues from tourism and community tax base well exceeds the quick cash from

deforestation.

Other issues include soil erosion, excess water run off and wind damage to private residences.

These forests also provide a sound barrier from Hwy 66, Rock quarries, Mining, loud skidoos.

The Silvicultural Ground rules are dated and do not address biodiversity and wildlife habitat.

I am apposed to any  harvesting of  Site # 2 Elise & Perron Lake, Swastika North Harvest Blocks.

Louise 

Mackenzie

35 Grenfell Ave, 

Swastika,  ON P0K 

1T0

Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

These areas are comprised of a unique vegetation and lakes, various Pine  Spruce, Balsam Fir, Popular. Birch and add to the aesthetics . It is also a habitat for 

wildlife.

These areas are described as extraordinary by locals and tourist that visit them yearly. 

The revenues from tourism and community tax base well exceeds the quick cash from

deforestation.

Other issues include soil erosion, excess water run off and wind damage to private residences.

These forests also provide a sound barrier from Hwy 66, Rock quarries, Mining, loud skidoos.

The Silvicultural Ground rules are dated and do not address biodiversity and wildlife habitat.

I am apposed to any  harvesting of  Site # 2 Elise & Perron Lake, Swastika North Harvest Blocks.

I cannot understand the purpose of this proposal as it is not explained in the consultation requests. Is this for fund raising activities? Surely this could not 

generate nearly enough financial gain to offset the losses to property values to those property owners in Swastika. 

Originally from southern Ontario, my wife and I chose to purchase a home in Swastika in 2017 solely for the reason that it was a quiet community with the 

blanche river and bushland surrounding the town adding to its northern appeal. I operate a billion-dollar national scale mining business from my home 

there but could reside any where in Canada to do so with offices in both Toronto and Vancouver and regional operations in Newfoundland. 

I recognize the very small but necessary role that forestry plays in the towns economy but emphasize that it is a very small role and the forestry industry 

often takes more from the citizens of this community than it gives, using subsidies to limp along a seemingly uneconomic or poorly managed industry. 

Having resided in the KL district since 2007 I have seen very few positive outcomes from this industry. Offering below average wages and leaving a path of 

destruction decreases the viability of tourism, outfitting recreation to the Kirkland Lake region. 

While the town of Kirkland lake is not known for its beautiful cityscapes the natural spaces that surround the town are a large part of its appeal. These are 

the woods where we walk our dogs, our children play, we hunt, fish, pick berries and chipmunks, birds, rabbits, and other wildlife call home all of which add 

to the appeal of living within footsteps. The nearby forests are also a source of protection, from the wind, to collect the snow in winter, to slow and prevent 

overland flooding; they are a sponge for water.

I am not against the forestry industry or their practices but given that this will be directly adjacent to the  residential boundaries as well as being highly 

visible from the highway, the blanche river, it makes no sense. Much as the town council should not be proposing heavy industrial activity near residences 

the lack of municipal planning here is appallingly obvious. 

 On the topic of aesthetics, I cannot emphasize enough the devasting effect a clear cut will have on the property values in the town of Swastika. Every 

property owner in the community is set to take a significant decline in their home value further burdening the Town of Kirkland lake’s municipal 

assessments. A home is more than just the house; a home is the community and landscape that surrounds that house. Nobody wants to live in a clear cut, 

homes in Swastika will see a dramatic decline in their sales and assessed values will follow for the next forty years. While the town council of Kirkland lake 

has never been one to take a long-term view of its actions I felt the current council was being financially prudent in its actions until this moment. 

The Town of Kirkland Lake again finds an astonishing proposal to further financially burden its citizens and now directing that burden solely at the property 

owners of Swastika. The hockey museum, the pool and now the clear cutting of Swastika. 

I am fortunate to have a second home (due to work reasons) in the Town of Gander Newfoundland and cannot emphasize the dichotomy of how these two 

communities operate despite their similar population size; nestled in the woods of central newfoundland; vast forests surround the community with walking 

trails, parks, lakes, ATV trails and streams abound with salmon. While my municipal assessment in Gander is about the same as in Swastika at $350,000 the 

municipal taxes are 60% lower. The streets are clean, potholes are rare, buildings are not in a state of disrepair,  100-200 homes per year are being 

constructed, people want to live there because that town is run with a long term view in mind. The town has been planned to succeed by its council. 

Nothing says welcome to our beautiful town like a clear cut!



Cathy Santia 9 Boisvert Ave, 

Swastika  ON P0K 

1T0

Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

These areas are comprised of a unique vegetation and lakes, various Pine  Spruce, Balsam Fir, Popular. Birch and this adds to the aesthetics of the area.

It is also a habitat for various wildlife and there are walking trails.

These areas are described as extraordinary by locals and tourist that visit them yearly. 

The revenues from tourism and community tax base well exceeds the quick cash from

deforestation.

Other issues include soil erosion, excess water run off and wind damage to private residences.

These forests also provide a sound barrier from Hwy 66, Rock quarries, Mining, loud skidoos.

The Silvicultural Ground rules are dated and do not address biodiversity and wildlife habitat.

I am apposed to any  harvesting of Site # 2 Elise & Perron Lake, Swastika North Harvest Blocks.

Chris Santia 9 Boisvert Ave, 

Swastika  ON P0K 

1T0

Both Site # 2 Elise Lake

These areas are comprised of a unique vegetation and lakes, various Pine  Spruce, Balsam Fir, Popular. Birch and this adds to the aesthetics and value of the 

area.

It is also a habitat for various wildlife with hiking trails and fishing, these areas are frequent by locals and tourists from across Canada that contribute to the 

hospitality industry in Kirkland Lake.

Nancy Santia 43 Mckelvie Ave, 

Kirkland Lake, ON 

P0K 1T0

Both These areas are comprised of a unique vegetation and lakes, various Pine  Spruce, Balsam Fir, Popular. Birch and all  add to the aesthetics .

It is also a habitat for wildlife hiking trials, fishing etc.

These areas are described as extraordinary by locals and tourist that visit them yearly. 

The revenues from tourism and community tax base well exceeds the quick cash from

deforestation.

There issues include soil erosion, excess water run off and wind damage to private residences.

David Bradt 49 Riverside Drive davidbrad@live.

ca

Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

Since I have returned to my home town, I have only seen poor decisions made by the town council.  If you allow this harvest to take place it will be another 

long line of poor decisions made by the town council.  The forest industry does not care about anything but money.  They will clear cut up to the blanche 

River.  The Town Council is looking for money due to the careless way it has handle tax payers money.  Now the citizens of Swastika has to pay the price.  

They will have to watch while the forestry industry destroys the area around the town.

Plus I was told that the trucks will be using Riverside Road as an access point (one where small children play on)  

Please consider what you are doing.  I guess the mayor does not live in Swastika and either will I in the near future.  There will be nothing left.



Gary  Santia Boisvert Ave , 

Swastika, ON 

P0K1T0

Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

These areas are comprised of a unique vegetation and lakes, various Pine  Spruce, Balsam Fir, Popular. Birch and all  add to the aesthetics .

It is also a habitat for wildlife with hiking trails, fishing etc.

These areas are described as extraordinary by locals and tourist that visit them yearly. 

The revenues from tourism and community tax base well exceeds the value from

deforestation.

There issues that include soil erosion, excess water run off and wind damage to private residences.

Gary  Santia Boisvert Ave , 

Swastika, ON 

P0K1T0

Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

These areas are comprised of a unique vegetation and lakes, various Pine  Spruce, Balsam Fir, Popular. Birch and all  add to the aesthetics .

It is also a habitat for wildlife with hiking trails, fishing etc.

These areas are described as extraordinary by locals and tourist that visit them yearly. 

The revenues from tourism and community tax base well exceeds the value from

deforestation.

There issues that include soil erosion, excess water run off and wind damage to private residences.

These forests also provide a sound barrier from Hwy 66, Rock quarries, Mining, loud 

Skidoos, ATVs, etc. 

The Silvicultural Ground rules are dated and do not address biodiversity and wildlife habitat.

I am apposed to any harvesting of Site # 2 Elise & Perron Lake, North of  the Blanche river.



James Hutt 68 Frame 

Crescent

jimhutt@hotmail

.com

Site # 2: Swastika 

North Harvest Blocks

For the sake of God leave it alone.  Have we not robbed our young people of enough ?

Mike Marchand-

Lori Ann Parkes

7055702088 There is no need to deforest the area in Swastika 



From: notification@civiclive.com 
Sent: February 22, 2021 4:06 PM 
To: Pat Kiely 
Subject: Contact Mayor Kiely 2021-02-22 04:06 PM(EST) Submission Notification 
 
CAUTION: This email originated from a sender outside of the organization. Do not reply, click links or 
open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 
 
CAUTION: This email originated from a sender outside of the organization. Do not reply, click links or 
open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 
 
Contact Mayor Kiely 2021-02-22 04:06 PM(EST) was submitted by Guest on 2/22/2021 4:06:22 PM 
(GMT-05:00) US/Eastern 
 
Name Value 
Name: Mitch Mullins ,,,,,, 
Email: mitchellmullins@ymail.com,,,,,, 
Message: To Mayor Kiely, The proposed Timber Harvesting of the Swastika North Harvest Blocks, if 
completed, would cause severe deleterious affects to the community and residents of Swastika. 
Allowing Timber Harvesting to occur within such close proximity to the community of Swastika would 
negative impact the biodiversity of the area, and potentially impact the residents of Swastika financially. 
Firstly, one of the main attractions for home owners and potential home owners in the Swastika area is 
the abundance of natural beauty in the forested areas surrounding our community. By performing 
Timber Harvests within such close proximity would be viewed negatively by prospective home buyers 
and would effectively reduce the property value of the current property owners. In a community that 
has already seen its local landscapes ravaged, destroyed and polluted by the mining and logging 
industries, it would be prudent for the Town of Kirkland Lake to do everything in its power to help 
preserve the natural beauty of our region. Secondly, by Performing Timber Harvests on the lands 
immediately surrounding our community, the Town of Kirkland Lake would only be exacerbating the 
nuisance wildlife problems that already exist within our communities. By removing the sources of food 
for bears, foxes, lynx, raccoons and numerous other species, it would force these animals further into 
our communities to find sources of nourishment. This not only puts these animals at risk of starvation 
but would also increase the likely hood of them being killed by humans who would view them as a 
danger to their families and properties. This also would put additional undue stress on the already over-
worked and under-staffed local departments of the OPP and MNRF that would have to respond to the 
complaints for nuisance animals. Thirdly, the lands that are being proposed for Timber Harvest are 
widely used by locals and by tourists for enjoyment of the natural beauty. These lands are home to 
numerous hiking trails and woodland camping sites. They are used by anglers and hunters, bird 
watchers, foragers, and atv operators. By harvesting these lands, ecotourists, anglers and hunters, and 
outdoor enthusiasts would forced to move on further from our communities. This would have the 
potential to negatively affect local business that really on these as sources of income. The lots labelled 
TK4, TK5, TK6 and TK10 contain important wildlife habitats that contribute to the biodiversity of our 
region. The wetlands that are located within TK4, TK5 and TK6 are home to hundreds of beavers and 
moose, both of which are considered to be Canadian Icons. Beavers are natures engineers and play an 
extremely important role in shaping the natural landscapes of our beautiful country. Moose, not only a 
beautiful animal, but also help to feed our communities and also attract hundreds, if not thousands, of 
ecotourist and anglers and hunters to our community each year. Lastly, the revenue for the Town of 
Kirkland Lake that would be generated through the Timber Harvesting of the lands would be negligible 

mailto:notification@civiclive.com
mailto:Pat.Kiely@tkl.ca
mailto:mitchellmullins@ymail.com


in the long term when compared to the negative impact that it would have on the environment, the 
biodiversity of the areas surrounding our community, businesses and on the tax paying citizens of the 
Town of Kirkland Lake. I understand that Timber Harvesting is necessary to our way of life, but there is 
no reason that it needs to be done within such close proximity to our communities. Canada is a vast 
country, the majority of which is covered in trees. I find it irresponsible that the Town of Kirkland Lake 
would even consider this as an option in its sad attempt at making a quick buck. I sincerely hope that the 
Mayor and councillors of the Town of Kirkland Lake reconsider the proposed Timber Harvesting of these 
lands, and do the right thing for our community and for the natural environment that we Northerners 
holds so dear.  
 
Regards, Mitchell Mullins Concerned Citizen,,,,,, 
 
 







March 31, 2021 

Mari Naumovski 

Box 112 

Swastika, Ontario 

Dear Kirkland Lake Town Council, 

Re: Proposed Timber Harvesting Swastika & Area 

I am a resident of Kirkland Lake and owner of lakefront property near Swastika.  20 years ago I moved to 

the North (not for a job prospect even though I was far from the retirement stage) but precisely to make a 

home closer to the Boreal landscape.  Northern communities may find, with the effects of the pandemic, 

younger and enterprising people with an affinity to this ecosystem may be drawn to live and contribute 

to our region.  The face of the planet is surely changing. 

In looking over the AOC presented by the town based on public discourse to date, one of the arguments 

supporting harvesting indicates that the sites in question are of older growth and therefore cutting could 

better manage fire and pest infestation.  My research from conservation sources has shown the opposite.  

Further, my understanding is that a natural environment is little in need of human intervention and that, 

in time, it corrects and adapts to cyclical challenges.  Perhaps humans just have a different time 

requirement? 

In the Boreal forest, when trees naturally die and fall, a very slow decomposing process happens in a 

largely acidic environment.  This creates an immense carbon sink in which layers and layers of 

chronological decay builds peat moss and other essential nutrients that will feed the next generation of 

growth.  The forest contains hundreds of billions of tons of carbon which is critical to the regulation of the 

earth’s climate.  We in the North, being the “gate keepers of the forest”, have the stewardship 

responsibility to assure that we support this regulation. 

The issue of the importance of diversity of growth is well understood.  Small trees can neither pull the 

carbon from the atmosphere as abundantly as a mature forest nor does a relative monoculture of tree 

types ever fulfill the same ecosystem needs for wildlife as a naturally growing forest does.   

While the immediate issue for this contract may be financial (a reasonable prospect for any municipality), 

the larger consideration, even beyond the shorter and longer term environmental impact, is that we are 

capable of a more evolved use of tress than for toilet paper (a common use from Boreal pulp) and even 

building materials.  Abundant examples in each industry are already available worldwide.  Our landfill 

waste, not to mention recyclables, can be re-manufactured to supply most of the building materials for all 

new construction.  (See Building from Waste by Hebel, Wisneiwska & Heisel).  “A forward thinking 

economy must de-couple its definition of prosperity away from the exhaustion of natural resources.” 

Even though these tracts of land allocated may seem “a drop in the bucket” in the entirety of our 

Northern forest, we are ill-equipped to foresee the accumulated outcome of even the smallest 

intervention.  If the rainforests are the lungs of the planet of the Southern hemisphere, then surely our 

Boreal forests are the lungs of the Northern hemisphere.  And if the global pandemic issue has any 

metaphoric lesson, it’s that healthy lungs are essential for both humans and the plantet. 



To Whom It May Concern 

 

Thank you very much for the opportunity to comment on the proposed timber harvesting in 

Swastika North. To be absolutely clear we completely oppose this proposal. We could not 

support a town council that proceeded with such a proposal that would so negatively affect the 

entire community of Swastika.  

 

We currently reside at 125 Athenia Blvd. To put this into context, if you were to draw a central 

point from the three areas of the Swastika North Harvesting proposal you would land directly on 

our home. We bought this home for the property it sits on. Close enough to town that one can 

be on call for the hospital but private and surrounded by what Kirkland Lake calls “the right 

environment”; beautiful waterfront and picturesque forests. This forestry operation threatens to 

replace this with clear cuts, continuous heavy equipment noise pollution and wildlife disruption. 

Is this the “right environment” Kirkland Lake promotes? We have valid concerns that this 

forestry activity would significantly impact the valuation of our property. What recourse do we 

have for this? The residents of Swastika number few but make up a significant portion of tax 

revenue for TKL. To allow this to occur in their literal backyards, as is the case with Athenia 

Blvd. without direct consultation is simply appalling.  

 

This proposal does little to protect the citizens of Swastika and their properties. Considerations 

for logging traffic, noise pollution, property integrity, and the length of time residents will be 

disrupted is completely lacking from all public documentation. How will these issues be 

addressed? Do the residents of Swastika not deserve the same quality of life as their Kirkland 

Lake counterparts? Will our child get struck on her bike by a logging truck? Will forestry 

operations keep us up all night long? Would this be acceptable to be occurring in your 

backyard? Who will police the forestry activity on behalf of the residents? These are valid 

concerns not yet addressed by council. Is the value of timber harvested really worth so wholly 

disrupting the lives of your citizens? We strongly urge town council to abandon this timber 

harvesting proposal.   

 

If, however, council decided to proceed with timber harvesting despite the objections of 

ourselves as well as our community, we implore you to consider the following modifications: 

 

1) Restrict access of forestry equipment in Swastika proper. Currently, Report 2021-DEV-

002 proposes two access options for this harvesting, including one via Riverside St. This 

is a narrow residential street often limited to single car traffic. It has many blind corners 

and steep hills intersecting it. Many families frequently walk this road and kids ride their 

bikes to nearby parks. Allowing logging and forestry equipment and trucks on this road is 

an absolute hazard. It is not a matter of if someone will get hurt but when. Would you 

accept having logging trucks going up and down Third ave, or Federal St. or Balsam 

Rd.? Would you allow your children and grandchildren to ride their bikes in front of your 

home with this activity? We know it will certainly impact our ability to move freely around 

our community. In addition Riverside as well as surrounding roads were not built to 



load/weight standards for heavy logging vehicles. We are concerned that this traffic will 

significantly damage these roadways.  

 

2) Extend the tree perimeter to not only the Blanche River waterfront but also all inhabited 

properties and along highway 66. Currently the proposal recommends a 200 meter 

setback from the Blanche River. This should not be a suggestion but a requirement. In 

addition, the proposed harvesting sites also border with primary residence properties 

along Athenia Blvd and other roads. Extending the 200 meter setback to include 

properties with residences would allow tax-paying citizens the same courtesy when 

looking out their backyards that you are extending to visiting kayakers travelling up and 

down the Blanche River. In addition, the proposed harvesting region directly abuts 

highway 66. I am sure you have travelled along highways with clear cuts before. It is 

ghastly and unsightly to those entering town. If allowed to be cut right to the road it will 

have significant implications for highway traffic noise within Swastika. Keeping a 200 

meter barrier along the highway will maintain aesthetics and also help with noise 

pollution. Consideration should also be made for whether the 200 meter set back begins 

at the river edge or past the train tracks for the south side of the Blanche River.  

 

3) Ensure that forestry operations comply with town noise by-laws. Town By-Law 07-65 

states: “No person shall within the limits of the Corporation of the Town of Kirkland Lake 

make or permit any noise and/or vibration likely to disturb the inhabitant thereof”. How 

will this be incorporated into the forestry operation? Heavy equipment and forestry 

operations cause significant noise and vibration. Is there any way to dampen the noise 

pollution for affected residents? Can operation hours be restricted to waking hours? Will 

there be a process to submit complaints for clear and egregious disruption of the day to 

day lives of residents of Swastika?  

  

4) Place a 3 year deadline for reforestation. The current proposal has a replanting 

stipulation including a withheld bond. It does not, however, place a timeframe for this 

replanting and in theory could be completed many years after harvesting. Could a 

deadline of, for example 3 years for replanting, be placed on the bond or otherwise have 

forfeiture of the bond to ensure that replanting occurs in a timely fashion.  

 

5) Require independent land surveys prior to harvesting to ensure that not one tree is 

removed from private citizen property. While it cannot be said of any foresting 

operations, there are many examples of forestry operations that have “accidentally” 

forested across property lines. What assurances do property owners have that their 

property lines will be followed? Would there be a role for independent or town appointed 

surveyors to ensure that the harvesters strictly comply with property lines?  

 

Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Sincerely,  

Dr. Jessica Moore and Mr. Rolf von Keitz  

125 Athenia Blvd., Swastika 



From: Ken Kryklywy [mailto:kenkryklywy@gmail.com]  

Sent: Tuesday, March 30, 2021 12:30 PM 
To: Wilfred Hass 

Subject: Proposed tree harvesting 

 

Hi  

 

I would like to add another thought on the recently proposed tree harvesting near Swastika and 

the KL dump. This is from more of a business perspective.  

 

It caught me by surprise to find out recently that Kirkland Lake Gold has shortened the proposed 

final depth of the #4 shaft from  7000ft to 6400ft. To me, this means that they don't have the 

reserves down there that they originally thought. The shaft will now be completed 1 to 2 years 

ahead of schedule and when in operation, they will be mining 2 or 3 times faster than they are 

now. For me, this has significantly shortened the mine's life unless some new major discovery is 

made in the next couple of years.  

 

Could we see the mine closing up in less than 10 years. From my perspective, very possible. I 

have been involved with 2 mine closures in my career and it happens unexpectantly and fast.  

 

With regards to tree harvesting, wouldn't it be better to keep some cash in your back pocket, hold 

off on harvesting until the town is really struggling with potentially 1000 mine employees all 

looking for work at the same time. A.big part of the town's tax revenues will dry up. Unless there 

is a big concern of spruce budworm devastating the forest very soon, I think it would be nice to 

have a little safety net to fall back on...just in case. 

 

Ken Kryklywy 

 

 

 

 


